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PLUS THESE EXCLUSIVES—You get it all here first! 
 



The GOATZETTE is the Official Newsletter of the Merry Bocksters Chapter Of 
the Brewery Collectibles Club of America 

Last Time Around for Some of These Guys???? 

President                  The  Vice   Sect’y/Treasurer/Editor 
David Reed      Robert Fondren    Jim Romine 
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Wait till you see the unknown Bock Can! And the Atlantic bock goodies will 
make you drool! So hold your issue out in front of you while you read. Those stains just won’t come out! 
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Summer time sure is a great time of the year, espec ially when you can enjoy renewing 
hobby friendships, drink some good suds and down a few flame grilled brats & burgers.  
This is a busy time with many indoor and outdoor sh ows to attend so get out and enjoy 
what really makes this hobby a blast!  
  
It truly is amazing when you stop and realize that yo u have issue number 16 before you.  
That is four years that this club, and publication,  have been bringing all the exciting news, 
feature articles, member profiles, great photos, in credible discoveries and finds, etc. 
regarding "Bock" cans & breweriana to you.   What i s even more amazing is the fact that 
we have never duplicated any information at all.  W ith your help, Jim, myself and our 
regular columnists and contributors have been able to put together a publication each 
quarter that remains fresh, and full of interesting , factual information about bock 
breweriana collecting.  Best of all, the new inform ation just keeps coming to us so that we 
can pass it on in each issue.   However, we would l ike to stress that we still want to 
encourage each of members to get involved in some w ay.  Any club is only as good as the 
members involved.  There are plenty of ways that yo u can help.  From writing a feature 
article about a specific brewery or bock brand, to sending in a member profile along with 
pictures of your bock collection.    
 
We hope that you really enjoy the feature article t his month from Ken Jones about Atlantic 
Bock beer.  What a tremendous group of photos and h istorical content that Ken was able 
to put together.  You can see that he really has a passion for this hobby and sharing it with 
others.  Another way that you can help is donating a few hours of your time at the Kansas 
City Canvention.  We would like to have as many mem bers as possible attend the Merry 
Bocksters meeting (date & time to be sent out later ) and help with a one-hour time period 
at the Merry Bockster Chapter table.  If everyone p itches in for only a one hour 
commitment it makes it really easy for everyone to enjoy the show.  
  
The Merry Bockster Chapter continues to get a lot o f attention within the hobby.  Bock 
cans & breweriana remain a hot area of the hobby,  with prices on quality cans continuing 
to climb and other bock breweriana items like crown s, labels and signs going for 
increasingly higher prices.  Bock items were featur ed in Pat Cornils’ recent "Bock on the 
Block" article in the June/July BCCA magazine.  The Merry Bockster Chapter was 
mentioned in the article and we thank Pat for that bit of recognition.  
  
Well it’s probably time to get back to sharing a Gr eat Lakes Dortmunder Gold with some 
friends here at the show.  If you have no other pla ns for next July 13-14, why don't you 
plan on joining us for the 33rd Ohio Mini-Canventio n & Breweriana Show.  It truly is one of 
the best outdoor summer shows going!  There is plen ty of room for camping (tent, trailer 
or motorhome) and enjoying the weather, as well as enjoying some good beer, food and 
time with friends.  
  
See you in Kansas City!  
  
Dave Reed  
President  
 



  

 

HERE’S MY GREAT UNCLE JUNIOR MICK hanging a poster for Pabst Bock Beer out 
in the window of his Beer Garden in Helvetia, West Virginia back in the 40’s. That was 
when men were men, ands women could still tell the difference. You’ll see the edge of a 
Pabst On Draft neon in the window. Ol’ Junior used to brag that the place was clean 
every day when he opened up, ‘cause he always had a guy or two who ran out of money 
before they ran out of thirst the night before, and nobody left without settling up, whether 
by paying up, or working it off.  

The editor’s been savin’ up for this one!  



 
 
WOULDN”T IT BE NICE if there was a national Bock Beer Day, like there used to be? 
Now that’s a reason to call in to work afraid..”Boss, I’m afraid I can’t make it in today”. 
RIGHT HERE IN YOUR HOT LITTLE HANDS you hold a grand edition of our favorite 
magazine! Ken Jones has graced us with a superb telling of the Atlantic Bock Beer story, 
complete with a full array of photographs of some beautiful, and in several cases unique, 
examples of Atlantic’s Bock advertising. You did one hell of a job, Ken! 
THAT’S FOLLOWED UP by yet another “you see it here first” scoop on the beercan 
collecting world with the unveiling of the first known example of a NON- IRTP Senate 
Bock! Brought to us by Steve Gordon, the fellow who brought us the first look in 25 
years at an IRTP Rheingold Genuine Bock a few issues back, this is yet another 
testimonial to perseverance, and a horseshoe hidden somewhere on his person.  Now, 
Steve, PLEASE find me one! I think the coolest part of this story is the fact that he had 
the can for a long time before he realized what he had. If it was me, I probably would 
have missed it, too. After all, everyone KNOWS that there’s only one 3 patent variation, 
right? That’s what makes this hobby such a gas! 
YOU’LL SEE ON THE MASTHEAD ON PAGE TWO that I claim to be the Secretary 
and Treasurer, in addition to Your Humble Editor. Well, I haven’t been doing a very 
good job at those first two posts, since you haven’t heard a word out of me about our 
finances, our membership, or the doings in the BCCA that I get emailed from national 
HQ. So, it’s catch up time! 
FINANCES – Actually, we are in better shape than we projected we’d be at this point. 
We’ve had great renewal rates, about a dozen folks have paid for multiple years ahead, 
we’ve sold almost all of the T shirts (plug, plug!!!), and we’ve saved a bunch of money 
with using refilled ink cartridges for printing. All that adds up to us having about $300 in 
the bank after this issue is mailed. That may not sound great, but it means we go into 
Canvention with some cash, which we thought we wouldn’t have. About $130 of that is 
advance dues payments, so we’re really not that flush, but this ain’t a growth stock, so 
we’re doing just fine. We’re better off than Krispy Kreme!  
It does mean two things, though; we need to sell lots of raffle tickets at Canvention to 
stay in the black, and we need something to raffle! At present, we have only one beercan 
to raffle, so we need about three more items to make it all work. We have to have 
choices, and we need a nice can to give away at the Member’s Only raffle at the Chapter 
Meeting. We don’t want to break a nice tradition that’s been established for the last two 
years.  SO, please find it in your heart and your totes to donate a raffle item to the 
Chapter. Anyone who does can have free dues for next year!!! Think about it, please.  
MEMBERSHIP – We stand right now with 95 active members (we just joined up 
Bockster # 111, Bertan Ozgun of Maryland), with 90 of us BCCA members to boot. I 
make that distinction, because the BCCA is having a membership drive within the 
chapters, to get them to convince non-BCCA’ers chapter members to join up. Makes 
sense to me - that’s a fertile field to try to harvest, so please folks, if you can see your 
way clear, rejoin the BCCA. You know who you are, and I won’t rat you out. For every 
one of you that joins up before Canvention, we get a ticket in a raffle for a couple sweet 
cans that could be used by us to raise funds. PLUS, if just two of you join BCCA, our 
chapter table rent at Canvention, which went from free to $20 this year, goes back to  
 

The editor’s been savin’ up for this 



 
 
FREE! The BCCA magazine has come a long way in the last few years, and really has 
improved. Search your souls, and come up with the right answer. 
BCCA STUFF – There’s several developments you should be aware of. I’m guessing that 
most of you have seen the realignment of the Canvention schedule by now. Micro Night 
is now on Saturday, after the banquet, and Jersey Shore is on Friday night. Our Chapter 
Meeting is still on Thursday night, I believe. We’ll let everyone know by email, and by 
notices at the elevators, as in years past. I’ve heard lots of strong opinions each way about 
the rearranging of events, but if the Canvention is to continue to be held in nice facilities, 
they need to guarantee more rooms through the entire show to the hotel. Many folks 
historically left right after the trade floor closed Saturday, and that hurts BCCA’s  
leverage with the hotels when negotiating for a site. Even though we’re the most funnest 
bunch around, the hotels are in it to make money selling rooms. So, I’ll go home with a 
fat head on Sunday, and that’s fine. It will make it easier to sleep on the plane! 
The Tab Top Book pre-sales are going very slowly, and it won’t be ready for Canvention, 
as was originally thought. If you’ve considered getting the book, order it now, as that will 
speed up everyone getting their copy! They (Greg Burrus and Tom Hall) are essentially 
done shooting photos for the book, and are working through the layout phase. I’m really 
curious to see if there are any Bock pulltab variations I’ve been overlooking all these 
years, aren’t you? You’ll never know unless you buy a book! 
SPEAKING OF OUR CHAPTER MEETING, I would encourage everyone who goes to 
Canvention to attend. You’ll get to meet all of your trade floor competition in one room, 
and possibly make acquaintance with somebody who has what you need. You’ll be 
eligible for the Members Only Raffle, and you’ll hear Your Humble Editor live on his 
soapbox about one thing or the other. The Hospitality Chapter meeting has preceded ours 
for the last three years, and that precooks my brain to a crackly crunch. Come watch the 
entertainment! We will also be electing Officers there, so come to vote, and possibly 
stand up and be counted as a candidate. We can’t have the same old bunch of ne’er do 
well’s running this rodeo forever! You’ll also get more details than you got here about 
our membership and our finances, and get to watch as Mary White asks me a financial 
question I can’t answer! Big fun! Debits are checks in the mail, right, Mary? 
 
FINALLY, I WANT TO APOLOGISE to all you Bocksters out there for being the 
human holdup for this issue going to press. Between traveling with work, both color 
printers and the Xerox machine having to go to the shop, and then my cartridge supplier 
getting in a run of defective refilled ink cartridges, it’s been a bit more struggle than fun 
to get this into your hands. I hope you all think it was worth it! 
 
WAIT TILL NEXT ISSUE! It was too late for this on, but we’ve already got another 
super deadly rare Bock can in the wings to share with you. You ain’t seen the likes of this 
can before!  
 
SEE YOU AT CANVENTION! 

The editor’s been savin’ up for this 



Grab a bottle of Atlantic Bock Beer! 

 

 
By Ken Jones 

 

 

In early 1910, six large ice plants from across Georgia merged and incorporated as 
the Atlantic Ice & Coal Company.  Over the next twenty years the company 

developed a rather large network of ice & coal depots in many towns across the 

southeastern United States.  As prohibition ended in 1933, Atlantic Ice & Coal Co. 

realized that they had a ready made cooling and distribution system for selling beer. 
In order to maximize their profits they decided to not only distribute beer but to 

brew their own beer as well.  Great idea! 

 

Initially, Atlantic Ice & Coal distributed Lion 

Ale & Beer from New York.  The first brewery 
was constructed in 1934 and opened under 

the name of Southeastern Brewing Company 

in Chattanooga, TN.  This was a wholly 

owned subsidiary of Atlantic Ice & Coal Co.  
Beer sales started in 1934 and continued 

under this name until early 1936.  The only 

brand brewed under the Southeastern 

Brewing Co. name in Chattanooga was Old 
South, which was produced in Ale, Beer, and 

Bock Beer.   

 

Old South Ale, Beer, and Bock Beer were the 
first brands to display the distinguished black 

waiter carrying a tray of beers and glasses. 

The waiter would continue to be the 

trademark logo of the Atlantic Co for the next 

twenty two years until brewing finally ceased.  Old South Bock Beer was produced 
using a plain white label with a black and white image of the distinguished black 

waiter with red lettering, but no goat.  Old South Ale/Beer advertising pieces were 

only produced for two years and there are no known Old South Bock items other 

than the labels and bottles. 
 

By mid 1936 Atlantic Ice & Coal had purchased the old Atlanta Brewing & Ice Co. 

(currently called Atlanta Ice & Bottling Co.) in Atlanta and also opened two 

completely new Atlantic Ice & Coal Co. breweries in Charlotte, NC and Norfolk, VA.   



 
Sales and distribution were going very well 

and it was decided that the flagship brand of 

beer should reflect the Atlantic Co. name.  In 

order to introduce the Atlantic Beer name to 

established Old South customers, a transition 
brand was briefly sold in 1936.  Atlantic/Old 

South Ale, Beer, and Bock Beer were bottled 

and sold in mid 1936 before changing over to 

Atlantic Ale, Beer, and Bock Beer later that 
year.  Very few Atlantic/Old South advertising 

items are known to exist and there are no 

known Atlantic/Old South Bock advertising 

items.  Atlantic/Old South Bock Beer was 
bottled in Chattanooga by what was by then 

called the Atlantic Ice & Coal Co.  This was the 

first label that featured the goat and the 

waiter facing each other.    

 

In 1937 the fifth and final Atlantic 
brewery opened in Orlando, FL.  By 

this time the company was now 

called simply: Atlantic Company.  

Atlantic Bock Beer was bottled at 
all five breweries and various 

paper advertising materials were 

produced.  There was very little 

print advertising, with only three 
ads documented thus far.  Several 

cardboard signs are known to exist 

and a stock bock poster was 

produced as well. 

 
Atlantic Bock labels changed very little over the next 15 years with the goat on the 

left and the waiter on the right.  Printing variations included gold flake on the 

earlier labels and light or dark colored beards on the goats of later labels.   

 
 



 

The IRTP message was dropped and replaced with “Full of Good Cheer” around 

1950.  There are no known bock crowns confirmed from THIS Atlantic Co. although 

Atlantic Brewing Co. of Chicago did produce Atlantic Bock crowns.  The goat and the 
waiter continued to team up to bring Atlantic Bock Beer to thirsty southern beer 

drinkers up until 1956.    

 

With the purchase of the Atlanta Brewing & Ice 
Co. (incorporated in 1876), Atlantic Ice & Coal 

acquired the Steinerbru Ale & Beer brand as 

well.  Steinerbrau had been originally 

introduced in 1904 with a “name our new 

beer” contest in the Atlanta newspapers.  
When post prohibition production of beer 

resumed at Atlanta Brewing & Ice Co., the “a” 

in the brau had been dropped for whatever 

reason and the name became Steinerbru. 
 

Steinerbru Ale, Beer, and Bock Beer were 

brewed by 1936 using the tall style labels 

favored by Atlantic Ice & Coal Co.  The 
Steinerbru Bock label used the same navy, red, 

and tan colors as the Steinerbru Beer label but 

added a dark blue/black goat in the upper left 

corner of the label.  Unfortunately, there are 

no known Steinerbru Bock advertising pieces 
known to exist.   



 

By 1937, Atlantic Co. had switched to a more standard sized label, changed goat 

illustrations, and lightened the color of the goat, making it easier to see on the label.  

The last Steinerbru Bock label was a non-IRTP label that was mostly white with a 
third goat image.  This label was similar in style to the later red Steinerbru Beer 

label and cone top can. 

 

The breweries of the Atlantic Co. 

gradually faded away as the big 
national brands used national 

advertising to grab more 

market share.  The Atlantic Co. 

began to focus on developing a 
more profitable line of 

convenience stores, shuttering 

the Chattanooga brewery in 

1942, then Norfolk in 1947.  
Orlando was next to close in 

1954 and then Atlanta in 1955.  

The Charlotte brewery was the 

last to close in 1956 ending 

another great regional brewery.  
A half century later, all that 

remains is the 

surviving breweriana that 

featured colorful waiters, bock 
goats, and southern plantations.           

               



 

 

Please ask 
permission of the 

author before 

using this article 

online or in any 

other 
publications.  

Thanks! 

 



Some recent auction results for your enjoyment. 

e e e e bock  
from Joe Pac 

Paraguay Vintage Bock Beer Label 

Unused label with hinge tracks and light 
handling. Won at $71.00 

US MD Cumberland, High 

Test Bock Beer irtp Label 

Unused label in like new 
condition. Won at $41.00 
 

 

TOUGH-

National 

Bohemian 

BOCK Flat Top 

Beer Can-

FLORIDA 

THE NATIONAL 
BREWING 
CO.,ORLANDO 
FLORIDA, ALL 
ORIGINAL, with 
Florida Top Lid. 
Went for $2,490.00 

 

 

 

HIGH TEST BOCK 
As opposed to 

REGULAR BOCK? 
 



 

‘till  next time Joe P 

  

1939 Stag Bock 

Lithograph -Erie Litho 

Co. Prototype  

18" x 24" Lithographer's 
prototype for Stag Bock 
Beer, Griesedieck 
Western Brewery Co., 
Belleville, IL dated Dec 
19, 1939.Has a distinct 
horizontal fold line across 
middle. There are several 
printer's notes in pencil 
between Stag & Bock. 
Awesome Goat! Took 
$500.00 to land it. 

1936 Magnolia Bock 

Beer Lithograph 

Galveston - Houston 

24" x 36" Lithographer's 
(Donaldson Litho, 
Newport, KY) sample 
dated in pencil Feb 18, 
1936. Litho had been 
folded in but presents very 
well. Notes in pencil: "A 
6986/ 2-18-36/ see bottom 
line". It took $700.00 

IRTP LABEL-

DUBUQUE STAR 

BOCK- LABEL 

DUBUQUE,IOWA 
Circa 1940's 12 oz. 
label - unused & 
in near mint 
condition, 
grading 8.5 out of 
10. There are 
minor flaws that 
include a slight 
wrinkle 
throughout. Sold 
for $76.00 
 

 

IRTP LABEL –

KOERBER 

BREWING co., 

TOLEDO, OH 
Circa 1940’s label 
that’s grades 9 out 
of 10. Sold for $45.00 

 

‘till next time … Joe Pac # 50 



WE’RE BAAACK! We warned you, and here we go again, with 
an update to the original Bock Beer Crowns composite. We’ve ferreted 
out another 35 crowns (or bottle caps if you were born before 1970, or 
aren’t a member of the CCCA (if you don’t know what CCCA stands 
for, just let it go)), and I swear, this go round you’ll see some of the 

coolest graphics, and rarest of the rare, Bocks crowns that are out there. 
With this update, we have documented over 200 (202 to be exact) cork 
backed Bock Beer crowns to be searching for! 

Now folks, bear in mind that this is an update of the first edition 
of the Bock Beer crowns composite, which included only cork backed 

crowns, and not the plastic lined versions. So, these are caps by and large. 
from the 50’s or earlier.  

Be patient, the composite of the newer Bock crowns is coming! 
We have a fairly complete listing, but we’re waiting for photos of a few 
more oddities. We’re betting that you folks are sitting on many more 
we don’t even know anything about, so PLEASE send in photos of 

your Bock caps, cork or plastic lined, to either President Dave or Your 
Humble Editor, so we can complete our work. We’d like to get to the point 

where we can combine the two, and issue periodic updates of both 
together. 

Just take a look at the page to the right. Holy Crimped Steel! 
Lion Bock! If only that was a beercan....... There’s a Krueger K man 
Bock crown! And a Capitol Bock! How about the Hop Gold! A pair of 

Hornungs! Nevermind the Old Monterey Bock (why didn’t they can? Is 
there a label to match this cap?). How about those Art Deco looking 
caps, the Bock and the Golden West?  Another Piels variation from the 

early 40’s is pictured, along with the previously unknown Columbia 
(thanks, to Paul Chappie) for your viewing pleasure. That’s what it’s all 
about, folks. This is a group effort, and the results only improve if we all 
pitch in and contribute. Plus, you get to make all the rest of us drool over 

your goatilcious goodies!  
So, enjoy, then get out there and root out those Bock Beer 

crowns, in quantity enough to share with us all! 
 
 

 



 



 
by Steve Armstrong 

 
This issue continues with the newer bock beer coaster as I‘m out of the older ones to feature at this 

time.  This group of coasters was produced by Anheuser-Busch and can be found in the Beer Coaster Mania 
web site (http://members.aol.com/gbarone/index.html) under the “Coasters of Anheuser-Busch” link below 
the individual state coaster guide table.   

According to American Breweries, II, the Anheuser-Busch Brewery had several previous names prior 
to the mid 1870s when the current brewery name became associated with the business.  The brewery began 
operations in the early to mid 1850s.  During prohibition, the brewery was issued a permit to brew malt 
beverages.  It began producing beer again in 1933.  I am not an expert in A-B so I’ll leave that to somebody 
else.   

In recent times, Anheuser-Busch has produced hundreds of beer coasters including several variations 
of ZiebenBock.  Three of these are shown here.  Two others were illustrated in the previous issue of the 
Goatzette.  There are a total of 10 variations of the ZiegenBock Amber coasters shown in the Anheuser-
Busch coaster guide on the Beer Coaster Mania web site.   

 
The specific coaster identification for the first ZiegenBock Amber coaster is AB-3054.  It is a 4 1/8” 

coaster and has printing on both sides as shown above in the photos.  The fine print on the back side has the 
1998 copyright Anheuser-Busch, Ind., Specialty Brewing Group, Brewers of ZiegenBock Beer, Houston, TX 
BCS along the bottom edge.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
The next ZiegenBock Amber coaster is shown as AB-3055.  It is a 4 1/8” coaster and also has a 

different printed scene on the back side.  The fine print at the bottom of the coaster on the back side has the 
same brewery info however, this one has a 1999 copyright date on it.  The goat image was removed from this 

1999 coaster.   

The front of the yellow boarder ZiegenBock Amber coaster is similar in design to the 1998 coaster 
above.  It is shows an AB-3051 in the coaster guide.  I’m guessing this coaster pre dates the others simply 
based on the front design as it has the same goat image as the 1998 version which was not present on the 
1999 coaster.  This coaster is 4 1/8” wide by 3 ¾” in height.  It has very square corners as compared to the 
rounded corners of the previous two coasters.  There are two paragraphs of text on the reverse side of this 
coaster and both talk about bock beer.  The second paragraph says…”Since their inception in Germany over 
700 years ago, Bock beers have been considered a special brew, and ZiegenBock Amber is no exception.  
Even the name ZiegenBock is rich in heritage.  The goat is a traditional German symbol for ‘billy goat.’  So, 
what better name for a beer brewed in the spirit of classic German Bocks?”   All three coasters also state 
that this beer is only available in Texas. 
 
   



  

HEY, HOW ABOUT THAT! 
Steve Gordon 

 
Several years ago I picked up a green Senate Bock flat on eBay.  The can 

fit into TWO of my specialty areas – BOCK and DC – so it really was a “must 
have” can for the collection.  Not an indoor can, but a pretty decent and fully 
legible outdoor example (with replaced and incorrect lids).  It arrived as expected 
and has been happily sitting on my shelf since I got it.   

Fast forward to October 2005.  Mark Benbow, fellow Merry Bockster, 
Rusty Buncher, professional historian, and good friend, is spearheading an 
exhibit on Woodrow Wilson, Prohibition, and Brewing in Washington, DC.  I 
offered to lend my entire collection of Heurich cans to Mark for the exhibit and he 
happily accepted them.  Not a problem, but it did leave some empty space on my 
shelves for about 6 months.  There were a few times when I wanted to go to the 
DC cans and check for minor variations (yeah, I’m one of those freaks) but since 
they weren’t there I didn’t have the opportunity to do that.   

Well, Blue/Gray 2006 arrived and I got the opportunity to upgrade my 
green bock can in a multiple can trade with Steve Paddack.  AWESOME!!!  I 
happily made the trade and then figured I’d check for a minor variation once I got 
my other can back from the exhibit.  Well, I did indeed get all my cans back from 
Mark and then couldn’t wait to check those green bock cans side-by-side.  I 
figured there might be a canning company code number difference.  Sure, I know 
the can comes in both 2 and 3 patents versions, but I did know enough to 
remember that these were both 3 patents cans.   

When I held the cans against each other I found a variation that wasn’t 
minor.  IT WAS HUGE!!!  My old shelfer was NON-IRTP and the new can was 
IRTP.  Huh, did you just say the can is NON-IRTP?!?!?!  Are you nuts?  That can 
doesn’t come any other way but IRTP!  Sorry to disappoint, but it does indeed 
come in a NON-IRTP version and I’ve got the can to prove it.  The most amazing 
part to me is that I had the can on the shelf for years and never noticed.  
  I can only speculate that this can was made for a single bock beer season 
in 1950.  Heurich must have figured not to bother redesigning the label (like they 
did with the “Beer” label when they went from the blue to the white can) for just 
the bock design, so they only had to remove the IRTP statement and they were 
quickly ready to can some delicious bock brew.  My guess is that in years after 
1950 they put their bock beer into bottles only. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

HEY, HOW ABOUT THAT! 
 
 

Whoa! Where 
did the IRTP 
go? 



BOCKBOCKBOCKBOCK IN THE  IN THE  IN THE  IN THE     
By Steve Armstrong 

 
This issue’s bock labels are from 

the Bruckmann Company of Cincinnati, 
Ohio.  Since David Reed had the bock 
beer story from this brewery in this past 
April’s issue, I thought I’d show a few 
more of the bock labels used by the 
Bruckmann Brewery.  Since Dave had a 
good overview of the brewery’s history, 
I won’t go into that here, rather I’ll 
show the labels and mention a few 
details about them.  The first two red, 
gold, and blue labels are similar to the 
keg label in the April issue.  They are 
both 3 7/8” wide x 3 ½” tall.  One of the 
labels is for a 12 ounce bottle while the 
other label does not have a specific 
content listed.  Could this be another 
keg label?   

The blue bock label that Dave 
described as being very rare is listed 
next.                                                   

 This one has Bruck’s at the 
top center in a white background.  
The lettering Bruck’s Bock Beer is 
in red outlined in gold.  The fine 
print and the internal lines are also 
in gold, except for the brewery line.   

This is for a 12 oz bottle and 
the alcohol by weight in excess of 
3.2% but not more than 6% is at the 
very bottom of the label.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



BOCKBOCKBOCKBOCK IN THE  IN THE  IN THE  IN THE     
The other blue bock label is also different than those shown on the bottles in the April issue.  This 

label has the “over 80 years” statement on the left side and also has the word “Distinctive” above the bock 
beer on the right side.   

Based upon Dave’s 
article, it might appear that 
this “over 80 years” label 
dates to the 1936-1940 era 
as the one label in his story 
has the “over 84 years” 
statement on the label.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The last label is the white version.  

It does not list an alcohol or IRTP 
statement.  However, it was for a 12 
ounce bottle.   

Searching the Bruckmann Brewery 
listings in American Breweries II, I did 
not find any mention in the Bruckmann 
listings for “The Bruckmann Brewery.”  
Could this be a pre prohibition label?  If 
it’s not pre pro, it’s likely from the 1930s.   

I hope you enjoy this issue.  With 
this issue and the April issue combined, 
there are 11 different Bruck’s Bock labels 
for you to search for.  Good luck. 
 
   
 
       
 
   



  
  
Recently while doing some surfing on eBay, I made a discovery that may shed some 
light as to why the Oertels 92 Bock crowntainer (USBC #197-17) may be as difficult of a 
can to obtain as it is.  With probably less than a couple of dozen grade 1/1+ examples 
known to exist, this bock crowntainer is a highly desirable bock can by 
crowntainer collectors as well as bock specialists and Kentucky 
collectors.  A few years ago I obtained an Oertels 92 Bock crowntainer 
12 pack that featured the same outstanding graphics as the can and the 

bottle caps used on the cones.  My 
belief was that this packaging was 
what was used for this can and that it 
was just a very short run product 
during 1950.    
Apparently the Oertels Brewing 
Company decided to either eliminate 
the specialty packaging (both 

crowntainer can and corrugated packaging), maybe because of 
additional cost, or they ran out 
of the containers prior to 
getting all of their beer to 
market.   As you can 
see, Oertels also used their 
regular Oertels 92 cans and 
packaging to get their bock 
product to market as well.  
They just canned their regular 
1950 crowntainer  

(USBC# 
197-15) with 
an Oertels 
92 Bock 
crown and 
specifically 
marked the 
corrugated 
12 packs 
with a 
"Bock" 
sticker.  
It is hard to 

say how much of their bock beer Oertels sold 
this way.  They certainly continued to produce 
Oertels 92 Bock in bottles, which are fairly common in the Kentucky/Ohio/Indiana 
marketplace.  They may have canned their bock product in this type of packaging for a 
number of years in the 1950's.  However, the Oertels 92 Bock crowntainer and other 
packaging that matches the can's graphics remain highly desirable among collectors and 
very difficult to obtain. 
  
Dave Reed 
 



BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE     

OF THE MONTHOF THE MONTHOF THE MONTHOF THE MONTH    
 

 
 
 

This Month’s 
Goatmate is a 
photo from the 
extensive archives 
of Rich LaSusa. It 
features a lovely 
lass at a Meister 
Brau Bock Beer 
celebration from 
1961, sharing a 
treat with that 
year’s Mr. Bock 
Beer himself. She 
is resplendent in 
her floral, St. Pauli 
girl-type dress, 
Katy Douglas flip 
in her hair, and a 
tasteful amount of 
leg displayed atop 
those heels. But, I 
digress. Van Hine, 
you’re a bad 
influence! I should 
be more 
interested in the 
keg she’s perched 
upon. 

Ol’ Two 
Buttons behind 
her looks like he 
needs to wash up 
before he plays 
pocket pool, huh? 

 
You can have your Goatmate grace this page.  Please send your person al vision of BOCK Beer 
loveliness into the GOATZETTE Editor. 



 
 

It’s Here!!!!! 
  It’s Here!!!!! 
   Yeah!!!!! 
 

 
 
 
 
Jim Romine 
1316 Gormly Cir 
Sanford, NC 27330 
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